Introduction {#S0001}
============

Lung cancer is the most common form of cancer and the leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide, resulting in about 1.7 million deaths each year.[@CIT0001] Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for approximately 85--90% of all lung cancer cases,[@CIT0002] inherently having a noticeable impact on health-care budgets. Among those cases, 10--20% of white patients and about 48% of Asian patients carry mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) that play a key role in carcinogenesis.[@CIT0003] In the clinical therapy for advanced NSCLC, the past two decades brought an important change: the use of targeted anti-cancer drugs was established in the context of inoperable treatment. Since the landmark I-PASS trial established the role of first-generation EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) as the preferred first-line therapy for EGFR mutant tumors, gefitinib, erlotinib and afatinib (second-generation EGFR-TKI) gained global approval for this clinical treatment.[@CIT0004] More recently, osimertinib was developed as a third-generation drug for NSCLC with EGFR T790M resistance mutations.[@CIT0005]

Ample evidence shows that the cost of cancer therapy is becoming unaffordable in many countries.[@CIT0006] Considering the limited nature of healthcare resources, systematic analyses of various medical projects can help to identify relevant options. The methodology applied to analyze the inputs and outputs of medical activities, as well as to make explicit whether a new intervention or strategy is worthwhile economically, can be defined as health economic evaluation (HEE). It is accordingly so that the general interest in HEE increases each year. The identification of various costs and measurement in monetary units in most HEEs is similar, but the nature of the results of various HEEs may be quite different depending on the different techniques used. In short, cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) relates a change in costs to the difference in health effects, expressed in natural units such as life-years gained (LYG); whereas a cost-utility analysis (CUA) expresses the health effect as quality adjusted life years (QALYs) gained.

Transparency of reporting is an essential factor needed to evaluate methods, assumptions, models and possible biases of HEE results. To address this question, many instruments were developed to evaluate the methodological quality of health economics research. The "British Medical Journal", the "Drummond" and the "CHEC" checklists are well-known instruments used for qualitative evaluation.[@CIT0007]--[@CIT0009] When the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) issued the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards statement (CHEERS), the objective was to guide and further standardize the reporting of economic evaluations.[@CIT0010] In contrast, the Quality of Health Economic Studies (QHES) is an instrument intended and validated for quantitative scoring.[@CIT0011]

In the present study, qualitative and quantitative scoring assessments were performed on HEE publications focusing on non-small-cell lung cancer after a systematic literature review. The quality of reporting of the selected studies was appraised using the CHEERS checklist, and the results were applied as a scoring system compared with the QHES evaluation. This article reports the results of evaluation and comparison using both instruments, and describes remaining shortcomings and methodological questions in the available literature of HEEs in targeted therapy for NSCLC.

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Search Strategies and Study Selection {#S0002-S2001}
-------------------------------------

Search strategies were designed for accessing PubMed, the Cochrane Library, EMBASE and the University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) Database, encompassing literature published between 1/1/2000 and 3/31/2019 to encompass the novel targeted therapies that emerged this century. The searches were restricted to publications written in English or Chinese due to the linguistic capabilities of the authors of this analysis. A detailed description of the included index terms and free-text words can be found in [[Supplementary file 1](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=248471.docx)]{.ul}.

[Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} describes the study selection criteria. After removal of duplicates, titles and abstracts were screened based on presence of both economic aspects and treatment of NSCLC. Final selection required comparison of different analytical strategies in NSCLC, specifying the targeted drug cost as the real result of a costing exercise. Only original studies published in available full text were included. Conference articles, reviews and position papers were excluded. The eligibility of the studies for review was assessed subjectively, and uncertainties were resolved in discussion amongst the coauthors of the review.Table 1Paper Selection Criteria**PopulationStudies of Participants Diagnosed with NSCLC, Restricted Based on the First-Line Treatment.**Intervention/ComparisonStudies about treatments with specific targeted agents: afatinib, gefitinib, erlotinib and osimertinibOutcomesCostsClinically relevant outcome measures (QALY or Life year gained)Study designEconomic evaluations (cost comparison, cost effectiveness, cost utility), health technology assessments

Quality Evaluation {#S0002-S2002}
------------------

The CHEERS statement contains a 24-item checklist, that is used to optimize and improve reporting quality of health economic evaluations.[@CIT0010] All of the 24 items were examined in each article by two review authors independently (ZJ and LY). In cases of disagreement, a consensus was reached through subjective discussion. Furthermore, in order to compare the results from CHEERS with the qualitative QHES evaluation, the CHEERS checklist was converted into a quantitative score. Since each item focuses on one single aspect, equal weights were allocated, with a score of '1ʹ if complete, '0.5ʹ for partial report and '0ʹ for not mentioned. This method is generally in agreement with the respective scores of 2, 1 and 0 as proposed by Monten et al,[@CIT0012] who also assigned an equal weight to all items.

The QHES instrument is a dichotomous scoring system that was designed to evaluate three common types of health economic analyses: cost-minimization (CMA), cost-effectiveness (CEA), and cost-utility (CUA).[@CIT0013] Each published study was scored in 16 items, allocating a Yes (fulfilled) or No (not fulfilled) per item, and each score was multiplied by a set weight, varying between 1 and 9, to obtain a total score out of 100 points possible.[@CIT0014] No partial points per item are intended or allowed in this analysis.[@CIT0013] The QHES evaluation was conducted independently by the same two researchers to address and overcome interpretational problems.

Resulting scores of the two instruments used for each published study were converted into percentages to allow for direct comparison.

Statistical Analysis {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------

Instruments were compared using the paired Wilcoxon rank test for continuous variables. The R statistical environment (version 3.5.3, TUNA Team, Tsinghua University, China) was used to develop and solve the comparison. A p-value of \<0.05 was considered as the threshold for statistical significance.

Results {#S0003}
=======

The database search identified 506 publications, yielding 366 after removal of duplicates and 188 after screening titles and abstracts. Finally, 25 full-text articles were identified that fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The CONSORT diagram is illustrated in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 1Consort diagram.

Study Characteristics {#S0003-S2001}
---------------------

Detailed characteristics of the included 25 publications are summarized in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. All selected studies represented a full economic evaluation, examining both costs and effectiveness (CEA) or utilities (CUA). Out of the 25 publications, 22 took variable estimates in the analysis from randomized-controlled trials (RCTs), mostly derived from the LUX-Lung 3.6 and 7, OPTIMAL, EURTAC, SATURN, GFPC, BR.21 and FLAURA trials. The other three publications were based on hospital medical records. Nine studies specifically demonstrated the patient population, and the study sample sizes varied from 41 to a cohort of 731 patients.Table 2Summary of the Selected StudiesAuthors YearLocation or SettingPerspectiveTreatmentSample SizeType of ModelTime HorizonDiscount RateSource of Cost DataEffect MeasureWTP ThresholdKimura et al 2018[@CIT0022]JapanNSgefitinib vs erloti and afatinib41NGone course--ESMSTNSLimwattananon et al 2018[@CIT0032]Thailandhealthcare and societalafatinib vs erlotinib\
erlotinib vs platinum doubles135Markov5years3%NSQALY LYG\$4500Tan et al 2018[@CIT0018]Singaporehealthcare payerafatinib vs PemCisNSpartitioned survival model5 years3%ESQALY LYGNSWen et al 2018[@CIT0033]Chinahealthcare systemerlotinib vs chemotherapy382Markov10 yearsnot consideredTSQALY\$24,048/yearChouaid et al 2017[@CIT0019]FranceNSafatinib vs gefitinib319partitioned survival model10 years6%ESQALY€70,000/QALYTing et al 2015[@CIT0035]USsocietalerlotinib vs afatinibNSMarkov10 years3%ESQALY\$100,000/QALYKhan et al 2015[@CIT0023]UKNSerlotinib vs placebo670NS1 year--ESQALY£50,000-£60,000Lee et al 2014[@CIT0034]Hong KongNSerlotinib vs gefitinibNSMarkovNS3%TSQALY LYG\$102,582Ma et al 2013[@CIT0016]Chinapatienterlotinib vs gefitinib66Decision treeNSNSTSPFS¥15,000/monthWang et al 2013[@CIT0036]Chinahealthcare systemerlotinib vs chemotherapyNSMarkov10 years3%TSQALY\$96,884Chouaid et al 2012[@CIT0024]Francehealthcare systemerlotinib vs chemotherapy100NSNSNSTSQALYNSVergnenègre et al 2012[@CIT0020]France Germany Italyhealthcare payerserlotinib vs placeboNSeconomic decision modelNS3.5%TSLYG€50,000Walleser et al 2012[@CIT0021]France Germany Italyhealthcare payerserlotinib vs BSCNSeconomic decision modelNS3.5%TSLYG€50,000Gu et al 2019[@CIT0030]Chinahealthcare systemafatinib vs erlotinib, gefitinib and chemotherapyNSMarkov10 years5%TSQALY\
LYG\$23,815/QALYZhu et al 2013[@CIT0028]Chinahealthcare systemgefitinib vs routine careNSMarkov10 years3%TSQALY LYG3 times China's GDPCarlson et al 2008[@CIT0017]UShealthcare payerserlotinib vs chemotherapyNSDecision tree2 years3%ESQALY\$50,000/QALYChouaid et al 2013[@CIT0025]Francethe third-party payererlotinib vs gemcitabine94NSNSNSTSQALYNSWang et al 2018[@CIT0037]Chinahealthcare systemafatinib vs gefitinibNSMarkov10 years3%TSQALY\$26,331Vergnenegre et al 2016[@CIT0029]Spain France Italyhealthcareerlotinib vs chemotherapyNSMarkov4 years3%ESQALY LYG€90,000Bradrury et al 2010[@CIT0026]Canadahealthcare systemerlotinib vs placebo731NS1 year--TSLYGNSKlein et al 2010[@CIT0015]USUS payererlotinib vs pemetrexedNSsemi-Markov3 years3%TSLYGNSCai et al 2019[@CIT0042]ChinaChinese medical systemosimertinib vs gefitinib or erlotinibNSMarkov10 yearsNSTSQALY3 times China's GDPEzeife et al 2018[@CIT0045]Canadapublic payerosimertinib vs gefitinib or afatinibNSMarkov10 years0--3%TSQALY\$100,000/QALYWu et al 2018[@CIT0003]US and Chinapublic payerosimertinib vs gefitinib or erlotinibNSMarkov10 years3% in the US; 5% in ChinaTSQALY and LYGUS: \$150,000/QALY; China: \$30,000/QALYAguiar et al 2018[@CIT0005]US and BrazilUS medicare system and Brazilian private health systemosimertinib vs gefitinib, erlotinib and afatinibNSMarkov10 years2%ESQALYUS: \$180,000/QALY; Brazil: \$35,000/QALY[^1]

The majority of articles compared targeted therapies to standard chemotherapy (n=16), being afatinib versus chemotherapy (n=2), erlotinib versus chemotherapy/placebo/best supportive care (BSC) (n=12) and gefitinib versus chemotherapy/routine care (n=2). Twelve articles evaluated the cost-effectiveness of treatments between the four available first-line strategies among NSCLC patients harboring EGFR mutations. Four of these articles compared afatinib to gefitinib in three countries, two studies estimated the different economic impact between afatinib and erlotinib in two countries, another two publications addressed the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of erlotinib versus gefitinib in one country, and four articles compared the cost-effectiveness between osimertinib and other three first/second-generation EGFR-TKIs in four countries.

In structure, 14 articles developed a Markov model to compare the cost-effectiveness of first-line targeted therapies and chemotherapy. The majority of these created three similar health states, except for one study[@CIT0015] that developed seven health states to compare the short-term impact of maintenance therapy. Only two studies were based on decision trees without a Markov component[@CIT0016],[@CIT0017] and four were adopted from the same partitioned survival model with three health states.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0021] Another five studies[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0026] were found that reported no economic model.

Quality of Reporting {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------

The results of the assessment of reporting quality for each study are summarized in [[Supplementary file 2](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=248471.docx)]{.ul}, and items of CHEERS and QHES questionnaires were listed in [[Supplementary file 3](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=248471.docx)]{.ul}. [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a representation of the fulfillment of the CHEERS criteria and a sorting of completeness of the items. The score on the 24-item CHEERS checklist ranged from 12 to 21among the selected studies, and the average score was 17.84. According to the previously accepted descriptors reported by Hong et al,[@CIT0027] the publications were categorized as being of good reporting quality if they were scored 20--24, and were deemed to be of moderate and low reporting quality if they were scored 14--19.5 and \<14, respectively. Only five studies were of good quality based on the CHEERS checklist score, while 18 were of moderate quality and two were of low quality. The quality rankings of these studies were not correlated in relation with the years of publication. The treatments evaluated were typically described in the title of the publication, although five papers did not use the title to describe the interventions they compared.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0017],[@CIT0026],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] In addition, the setting, perspective, time horizon and discount rates were not always included; results of uncertainty analyses, choice for health outcomes, findings and conflicts of interest were also not provided in all articles. For measurement and valuation of preference-based outcomes, only two papers were based on a systematic review,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0030] while the others referred to the source of utilities chosen without justifying the selection.Figure 2Overview of evaluation using CHEERS criteria, per article (left) and per item (right). (**A**) (left): Visual representation of the 24-item CHEERS evaluation applied on the 25 selected studies. (**B**) (right): Ranking of completeness of sub-items. Same code was applied as in Figure 2A.

The results of the quality assessment of each article using the QHES instrument are presented in [[Supplementary file 2](http://www.dovepress.com/get_supplementary_file.php?f=248471.docx)]{.ul}, which shows how often each criterion was met by each of the 25 studies. According to Spiegel et al,[@CIT0031] studies can be grouped by the following quartiles: (1) extremely poor quality (0--24); (2) poor quality (25--49); (3) fair quality (50--74); and (4) high quality (75--100). Less than half (48%) of publications reviewed were thus classified as high quality, and three studies (14.3%) are of poor quality,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025] while the average score of the selected studies was 71.52. The source of utility values that all selected studies extracted were also evaluated, and 17 out of 25 papers used values obtained from previously published literature, five studies derived utility data from EQ-5D or another quality of life survey,[@CIT0017]--[@CIT0019],[@CIT0023],[@CIT0032] and three studies used survival data from a single medical institution[@CIT0016] or clinical trials.[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021] A pairwise comparison demonstrated that there was no statistically significant difference between the results of the CHEERS and QHES instruments, p=0.51, illustrated in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 3Comparison of qualitative CHEERS and QHES scores for each article examined. Statistical comparison (paired Wilcoxon rank test) of CHEERS with QHES scores did not result in a statistically significant difference between instruments (CHEERS vs QHES: p=0.51). Scores for each article are illustrated in percentages to allow direct comparison. Light grey=CHEERS, dark grey=QHES.

Although there was no major difference observed based on the type of economic analysis, there were some differences noted in the ratings of articles with diverse models. As for the five model-free publications, four of them scored lower in QHES than CHEERS,[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0025] as two items in QHES have a stated demand for an economic model. According to the Markov model articles, for item 3 in QHES, which weighted the subgroup analysis the lowest scoring, and items 16 and 21 in CHEERS, requiring specific model assumptions and descriptions of heterogeneity, there are four publications with large score difference.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0015],[@CIT0033],[@CIT0034] Although the same-partitioned survival model was undertaken by four articles,[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0021] no justification for the choice of the model was disclosed in two of them,[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021] which resulted in the inconsistency of scores evaluated by the CHEERS and QHES instruments.

Modeling Articles {#S0003-S2003}
-----------------

For the articles that used the Markov model, there was no illustrated structure of the model in three studies,[@CIT0029],[@CIT0034],[@CIT0035] and three others did show the Markov model tree.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0033],[@CIT0036] Two studies[@CIT0033],[@CIT0037] manifested the formula of the transitioning probabilities specifically from each stage to the next, while most others demonstrated the rates or the probability that were calculated from clinical trials. No justification for the choice of the model was given by six of the articles.[@CIT0016],[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021],[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029],[@CIT0032] Most of the studies stated the effectiveness value in outcomes as QALY or LYG, and one article[@CIT0022] used median survival time (MST) to evaluate the therapeutic effect of the regimens. As most studies used data from RCTs, characterization of heterogeneity was generally not provided. Only Wang et al[@CIT0037] reported explicitly by variations between subgroups of patients with different genotype baselines. Although some studies described the base case population, most did not present characteristics or the reasons they were chosen. Among the Markov models that simulated transition of individuals across NSCLC health states, most were based on the same concept of clinical condition or symptom, but the study methods, the components of the numerator and denominator were not completely displayed in a clear, transparent manner.

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

This review mainly analyzes the quality of articles published since 2000 on health economic evaluations (HEEs) of first-line targeted treatments (afatinib, gefitinib, erlotinib and osimertinib) used in the treatment of patients with metastatic NSCLC. Based on the results of CHEERS and QHES assessment, less than one in three studies are deemed to be of good quality. To support decision-making in health care it is important to ensure the reliability and consistency of pharmacoeconomic evaluation results. Among the different instruments that evaluate the quality of HEEs, the CHEERS checklist has been widely used since its publication in 2013, and more than 40 review articles in different medical fields have analyzed the adherence of economic evaluations with the CHEERS checklist.

In treating non-small-cell pulmonary carcinoma, about eight systematic reviews of HEEs have been performed previously, and three of them were conducted for quality assessment. Bongers et al[@CIT0038] evaluated the methodological quality of 11 full studies published between 2001 and 2010 using the Drummond checklist, consisting of an assessment of content structure and data identification, but they reported that there was no question included that addresses the inclusion of all relevant cost items. Lange et al[@CIT0039] and Nguyen et al[@CIT0040] used the QHES instrument to evaluate the quality of the included studies. The scoring method of the two reviews is different: a three-level scale (zero score, half and full score) was modified by Nguyen et al,[@CIT0040] which only reviewed the economic evaluations of erlotinib in the first-line treatment, while there was no partial points awarded per item by Lang et al[@CIT0039] or for most other quality reviews.

According to Zhang,[@CIT0041] a quality review may serve two basic objectives: it may determine a minimum quality threshold or study design threshold, or be intended to interpret the differences in the results of selected studies, indicating the shortcomings and evaluating how to improve quality.

Both the CHEERS and the QHES checklists were utilized for examining the 25 studies included in the present analysis, and the quality review of the selected publications in this study revealed some common shortcomings.

According to the source of cost and utility data, how these data be used to model the natural course of disease progression remained unclear. The majority of the data were extracted from clinical trials with short durations, which may result in some observed differences from the actual longer term situation. There was only one study[@CIT0023] that collected resources monthly using case report forms (CRF), and followed up with participants until progression or death. Such a study with real-world data may be most appropriate for providing a model with disease progression. Furthermore, about one-third of the selected articles mentioned the simulation of transition probabilities, and four of them[@CIT0030],[@CIT0033],[@CIT0037],[@CIT0042] also demonstrated the calculation equation that was used. However, there was generally not enough explicit description and transparency included in the reviewed publications.

The general consistency in modeling for the same metastatic NSCLC reflects the results of major attempts in standardization of outcomes for research and clinical practice. Nevertheless, there remains room for improvement in the health economic evaluations of cancer-related interventions, including illustrating clearly the composition of metrics and transparently representing the source of parameters. The studies reviewed generally characterized uncertainty about the sampling and the effects on observed outcomes, but rarely discussed heterogeneity. As has already been indicated by many researchers, NSCLC may exhibit substantial heterogeneity, encompassing a spectrum of clinical and physiological manifestations, and this may also influence outcomes. Therefore, heterogeneous groups and their impact on reported differences in effects should be considered or explained. In addition, since there is a limited amount of RCT research for NSCLC, other data sources such as real-world monitoring and large-scale observational studies should be incorporated more broadly into economic evaluations.

Neither the CHEERS nor QHES consider the issue of threshold, which has been discussed frequently as a hot topic in recent years. As shown in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}, most studies stated the willingness to pay (WTP) threshold, and determinants of threshold were not specified in only six of the articles reviewed. There is no uniform criteria for threshold range in each country, except the NICE (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) from the UK and the ICER (Institute for Clinical and Economic Review) from the US. Meanwhile, some problems still remain unresolved in these systems. The NICE typically recommends treatments for use in the NHS (National Health Service) with cost-effectiveness threshold ranges between £20,000 and £30,000, which has been criticized by some experts who have stated that "the threshold is indeed too high". However, Khan et al[@CIT0023] reported that erlotinib had about an 80% chance of being cost-effective at thresholds between £50,000 and £60,000, twice as much as the reported NICE threshold. As for the ICER, this organization defined the US cost-effectiveness threshold between \$50,000 and \$175,000 per QALY gained. Although nearly all research papers set their WTP threshold under this range, it does not have the same legal effect in the USA as NICE recommendation does in the UK. Like Zhu et al[@CIT0028] and most Chinese scholars have cited three times the per capita gross domestic product (GDP) as a WTP threshold, and experience with the use of such GDP-based thresholds in national-level decision-making processes show them to lack country specificity and this, in addition to uncertainty in the modeled cost-effectiveness ratios, can lead to the wrong decisions being made on how to spend health-care resources.[@CIT0043] For these reasons, it can be considered to be feasible and probably desirable to operate a defined threshold range. An elasticity index may suitable for the supply side, and a WTP threshold from the societal perspective may be appropriate for the demand side estimates.

A declaration of funding sources and conflict of interests in the domain of health economics is important to avoid all doubt on biases, and this is evaluated by both CHEERS and QHES.[@CIT0040] Six studies included in the current review did not disclose their sources of funding, while almost all the studies included a conflict of interest declaration. This discrepancy may be explained by the presumption that a negative declaration on conflict of interest encompasses both topics.[@CIT0012] However, explicit statements should be made regarding this, to avoid and eliminate any doubts.

Most models identified by this review were trial-based, and replied on a limited number of older databases, that may not fully capture contemporary patient care, limiting the consideration of the true variation in the NSCLC progression patterns. Frameworks of future models should be informed based on clinical evidence, genotyping and data availability to ensure the validity of model results. In addition, further HEE research is warranted to employ patient-level models and to provide a better disposition of data sources to improve economic modeling accuracy in NSCLC.

This review study has several limitations and potentially confounding variables. First, the differences in scoring could be potentially related to the interpretation of the reviewers. For example, discriminating between studies being partially or fully reported was difficult, in some cases. Second, the CHEERS checklist score was accorded with an equal weight for each item, and one may question if every item is of the same importance, from the title to uncertainty analysis. The application of the QHES instrument is observer-dependent, which does not permit intermediate scores,[@CIT0044] and thus some important information will be lost in the practical utilization of this method. Consequently, it is somewhat arbitrary to carry out quality classifications according to Hong et al[@CIT0027] and Spiegel et al,[@CIT0031] for example. Third, it was decided to allocate a score of 0.5 for partial reporting when using the CHEERS checklist, and this may lead to an upgrade of the overall score of some selected studies; using a dichotomous rating akin to the QHES checklist would likewise have decreased the reporting quality of some. Finally, the validity of the model itself along with the adaptability of the results in the health economic environment should be considered.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

In conclusion, this review found an increasing number of published cost-effectiveness analyses of targeted therapies in the treatment of NSCLC in the later years analyzed, eg, 2015--2019, as compared with the earlier years starting in 2000. However, the overall quality of the literature included is not high according to the CHEERS and QHES evaluations. The standardization and refinement of the model application, as well as the consideration and measurement of each parameter needs to be improved. Future models could be informed or justified based on two basic objectives: to ensure the validity of model results, and to improve economic modeling accuracy. Obviously, a reliable cost-effectiveness result is essential, and especially for its data sources, demographic heterogeneity, sensitivity analysis and threshold selection must be strongly considered. Evaluating the relevance, reliability and generalizability of these results are an indispensable support for valid decision-making on the allocation of scarce health-care resources.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** NG, not given; NS, not stated; ES, estimated based on previously published studies or commercial sources; TS, this study; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; LYG, life year gained; BSC, best supportive care.
